Diversity Report

Dear readers!
This Diversity Report documents the “work in progress”
of our company’s application of “diversity” in its everyday
business.
Our business model recognises that our employees originate from a wide variety of cultural and linguistic backgrounds so Diversity Mangagment (DiM) becomes an
important tool terms of recognition, optimisation and expansion. Managed correctly Diversity is a significant and
on-going benefit to our company.
In the summer of 2012, we took part in factor-D Diversity
Consulting‘s research project on developing and testing
a standardised model, called ‚Diversity Impact Navigator‘,
for analysing and measuring the effects of DiM. This project is supported scientifically by the Institute for Advanced Studies (IHS). As part of the project, the model was
tested in an experiment at Unitcargo, the results of which
are the basis of this report.
The process was not targeted at a monetary evaluation
of our DiM. The aim was rather for us as a team to collectively develop an understanding of the connections and
the economic benefits of our diversity-related activities
and to present them in a comprehensible manner.

Many key performance indicators were measured but
for reasons of brevity we have selected the most significant. These indicators have enabled us to evaluate the
progress and effectiveness of our diversity activities. We
will monitor developments over the coming months and,
in order to extend the nature of this report add other
performance indicators such as those from the customer
satisfaction analysis were are undertaking,
These indicators enable us to evaluate the projected effects and progress of our diversity activities. We will monitor the developments over the next few months and
add key performance indicators, such as those from the
customer satisfaction analysis we have planned to undertake, in order to extend and optimise our report.
Additionally, this Diversity report is a reflection of our
policy of information exchange. We hope it will help our
stakeholders get an expanded idea of Unit Cargo, its diversity activities and developments and will we will make
a further report in two years time.

Mag. Davor Sertic, MBA
Managing Director, Unitcargo Speditionsges.m.b.H.
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The Unitcargo Group‘s Business Model
International transportation is at the heart of our services
and we are particularly well established as a niche supplier on the Scandinavia - Central/South-eastern Europe
routes. Nine years after the company‘s founding, we are
operating over 14,500 transports by truck throughout the
European Union and the Near East per year. Our headquarters are located in Vienna, from where 13 members
of staff plan and co-ordinate the Unitcargo Group‘s work.
We have branches in Slovakia, Turkey, Bulgaria, and, since
2012, in Sweden. In total, the Unitcargo Group employs 33
members of staff.
Unitcargo‘s business strategy is founded on three core
pillars, which guarantee the company‘s profitable and secure development. Key elements of these pillars are first,
the commitment to sustainable product development,
secondly, consistent adherence to a standard of quality
and thirdly, strict observance of the anti-corruption regulations. Diversity is embedded within our entire corporate
structure.

Key Performance Factors
Turnover
Number of Orders

Economically, the company is run in a manner that combines profit orientation with the pursuit of quality and
efficiency. New investments are only made with earned
capital. New branches are planned and designed in such
a way that they are profitable from the start and that the
investments can be repaid in the medium-term.
The award-wining Unitcargo Group can look back onto a
rapid economic development. In 2012, we have achieved
a group annual turnover of 19 million euro.
The success of our enterprise can be attributed to our
strict investing policies and professional financial management. Our turnover of 19 million Euros in 2012
shows that Unitcargo‘s business model delivers growth
even in times of crisis.

2012

Outlook 2013

19 million

↗
↗
↗
→

14.584

Number of Employees

33

Number of Branches

4

Outlook 2013 = projected development of the measured values compared to 2012: steep increase = ↑, slight increase = ↗, no change = →, slight decrease = ↘
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Our Diversity Strategies and Initiatives
In our company Diversity means personnel variety and
individuality. Through our diversity management (DiM),
we promote and support the recognition, appreciation,
and constructive use of our employees‘ and stakeholders‘
diversity - regardless of gender, skin colour, nationality,
ethnic background, religion or philosophy of life, disability,
age, and sexual orientation.
We at Unitcargo view diversity as a unique value, which
we implement in our entire business structure and all our
actions. For Unitcargo, diversity is a prerequisite for business success.
We have incorporated this understanding of diversity
into our business strategy and have formulated the following strategic goals with regards to it:

STRATEGIC DIVERSITY GOALS

 creating a corporate culture, which is characterised by
mutual respect and appreciation of diversity

 creating and building a collaboration of talents by respecting diversity from recruiting to human resources
development and leadership

 increasing our name recognition, strengthening our
image and relationships with our partners through activities targeted at promoting diversity supporting the
“diversity” community.
In order to achieve these three goals we are applying different measures, which in turn are subdivided into diversity
initiatives. These initiatives are the foundation for the diversity impact analysis of our DiM, which will be presented
in more detail below.

DIVERSITY INITIATIVE

Internal Communication of
Diversity Values

Diversity Workshop @UC Academy
Constant Presence of Diversity as a Value
Multicultural Brunch

Measures Taken Regarding
Work-Life Balance

Vacation Replacement
Flexible Working Hours
Childcare Wo-Men@Unitcargo
Home-Office
Use of Annual Holiday
Health Promotion
Acceptance of Family and Career

Diversity-Conscious Personnel Selection

Recruiting Guidelines
Job Adverts as Equal Opportunities Employer

External Communication

Interviews with Media and Students
Participation at Diversity Events
Diversity Report
Involvement in the Austrian Chamber of Commerce
(WKO) and Networks
Forum Logistics Intelligence

Creating a Corporate Culture Characterised by
Mutual Respect and Appreciation of Diversity

Creating and Building a Collaboration of Diverse
Talents

Increasing Name Recognition, Strengthening Our
Image and Relationship with Our Partners through Activities Targeted at Promoting Diversity

Table: diversity strategies
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MEASURES

Our Intellectual Assets
Our intellectual assets are the real material resources of
Unitcargo. We differentiate between personnel, structural
and relationship assets. These assets include 14 key impact factors, which influence the overall development of
our company. The identification of these impact factors
was gained through a special development project, which
included input from our employees at every staff level.

Its basis lies in the two core processes, traffic management and sales, through which our strategic corporate
goals are to be achieved. Our intellectual assets directly
enter into these two core processes.

The following diagram schematically shows the connections and regular circular flow from the company‘s vision
to business success.

Systematic Demarcation:
The graphic representation of our intellectual assets
and the diversity impact analysis only refers to the
Vienna headquarters, not to the entire group.

Vision
Corporate and Diversity Strategies
Unitcargo‘s Intellectual Assets
Personnel Assets

Structural Assets

Relationship Assets

1 Personnel Structure

6 Corporate Culture

11 Image

2 Embodied Corporate Culture

7 Knowledge Transfer

12 Customer Relationship

3 Motivation

8 Quality Management

13 Carrier/Supplier Relationship

4 Qualifications and Experiences

9 Organisational Structure

14 Network Relationship

5 Innovation

10 Infrastructure

Core Processes
Traffic Management
Sales

Business Success
Turnover - Return on Investment - Growth

Diagram: connections and regular circular flow - from vision to business success
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Influential Factors and
Diversity Impact

Personnel Structure
1

Personnel Assets
Unitcargo‘s three different types of intellectual assets
and the impact factors connected to each type are described below, with the emphasis on diversity aspects.
The average impact we expect from the implementation of our diversity measures on the respective influential factors is represented in the information boxes.
The tables show indicators for the influential factors
described. They serve as a means of measuring the
impact and of checking the progress of our diversity
actions. The key impact factors listed in this report are
taken from a set of indicators, which have been used
for the diversity impact analysis of Unitcargo.

Diversity Impact = the average impact of all
diversity initiatives on the respective influential
factor, e.g. personnel structure
= slight
= medium
= high

Unitcargo‘s recruitment strategies are very “diversity-conscious”. In our headquarters, we currently have
13 employees. Roughly 85% of them are from immigrant background. The percentage of women in our
team is nearly 50%, in executive positions, it is exactly
50%. With an average age of 29 years, our staff is quite
young, but perfectly mirrors the situation in the traffic
management industry.
For 2013, we are planning to actively recruit two older
employees who have been working in forwarding for
many years.

Diversity Impact:
Key Driver:
 diversity-conscious personnel selection
 internal communication of diversity values

Key Driver = Most effective Diversity initiative.
Indicator

Evaluation of the measured value:
= positive, = could be improved,

Number of Employees

= critical

Outlook 2013 = projected development of the
measured values compared to 2012:
steep increase = ↑, slight increase = ↗,
no change = →, slight decrease = ↘

You will find details on the impact analysis on pages 10 and 11.
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2012

Evaluation

Outlook 2013

13

↗
→

Number of Women / Men

6/7

Percentage of Women
in Executive Positions

50%

→

>25

5

26-35

5

36-45

2

>45

1

Average Age

29

↘
↗
↗
↑
↗

Estimated Number of
Employees with a
Migration Background

11

Number of Employees
according to Age Groups

Diversity Impact:
= slight,
= medium,
= high
Evaluation of the measured value: = positive, = could be improved, = critical
Outlook 2013 = projected development of the measured values compared to 2012: steep increase = ↑, slight increase = ↗, no change = →, slight decrease = ↘

→

Embodied Corporate
Culture

Multicultural Brunch
2

Personnel Assets

Even in the best-formulated mission statements, values
and codes of conduct are nothing but empty words if
they are not embodied within the culture of the enterprise. Every year, we carry out a detailed employee survey,
in order to evaluate whether our staff feel addressed by
our diversity values and whether they embodied those
values. Approval of our DiM is very high, with the average score of 1.2 on a scale ranging from 1 (yes) to 4 (no).
In order to evaluate the influential factor ‚Embodied
Corporate Culture‘, we additionally calculated the number of activities targeted at health promotion as well as
the progress in our staff making use of flexible working
hours. The results show that our activities focusing on
embedding a diversity-conscious culture are successful.

Diversity Activities
Through our multicultural brunch, we give our
employees an understanding of the countries and
cultures of other employees, of our customers
and partners. Once a month during the lunch break, one member of our team presents a different
country, its history, culture, and customs, serving
customary food.
During the meal, we exchange the experiences we
have made with that country. This creates a better understanding of different cultures, mentalities and customs, and is an excellent measure to
internally communicate our diversity values.

Diversity Impact:
Key Driver:
 internal communication of diversity values

Indicator

2012

Evaluation

Outlook 2013

Employees‘ Approval of
Our Diversity Strategies
and Actions - On a Scale
from 1 (Yes) to 4 (No)

1,2

→

Employee Opinion on
Whether DiM Is Successfully Embodied - On a
Scale from 1 (Yes) to 4
(No)

1,4

→

Number of Activities
Targeted at Health
Promotion

3

→

Number of Employees
Working Flexible Working
Hours

4

↗

The Unitcargo team at our multicultural brunch
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Motivation

Childcare
Wo-Men@Unitcargo
3

Personnel Assets

Through our diversity activities, we promote the integration of all our employees. No member of our team
should feel excluded or discriminated against for being
different. Each and every one can use their individual
strengths and talents, for which they are appreciated.
This leads to increased motivation amongst the staff,
which results in the employees‘ willingness to get involved, to take on responsibility and to reach their individual goals.
In 2012, this willingness was tested with regard to the
degree of performance of the target objectives and it
was fulfilled with 80%. Additionally, this influential factor is measured by the turnover rate in employees,
which might seem rather high at 7.7%, but with a small
team of only 13 employees, this figure, in fact, merely
expresses the departure of one employee. The average
number of 4 days on sick leave per employee is very
low, especially compared to the average Austria mean
published by Statistics Austria (13.2 days in 2011). This
number beautifully highlights our employees‘ motivation.

Diversity Activities
A good work-life balance is of high importance to
Unitcargo. We respect our employees‘ private lives
and accept their desire to have children, family lives, and a good balance between their personal
lives and work/studies. We support them by offering flexible working hours, the possibility to work
from home as well as with individually tailored
career management during or after maternity leave or during studies.
If parents have problems organising private childcare, they can take their children to the office with
them. We have specifically set up a toy corner
where the children can play. This way, the child
also gets to know their parents‘ work environment
and colleagues. With this initiative, we are able to
promote loyalty among our skilled employees and
to keep their knowledge and qualifications within
the company.

Diversity Impact:
Key Driver:
 internal communication of diversity values
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Indicator

2012

Evaluation

Outlook 2013

Fluctuation Rate of
Employees (After Trial
Period)

7,7 %

→

Days on Sick Leave Per
Person/Year

4

→

Degree of Performance
of Target Objectives

80 %

↗

Diversity Impact:
= slight,
= medium,
= high
Evaluation of the measured value: = positive, = could be improved, = critical
Outlook 2013 = projected development of the measured values compared to 2012: steep increase = ↑, slight increase = ↗, no change = →, slight decrease = ↘

Qualifications and
Experiences

Innovation
4

Personnel Assets

This value comprises the professional and social competences, abilities and qualifications, which our employees
have collected through vocational training, schools or
universities as well as through seminars and professional training. The (culturally) diverse team of Unitcargo
boasts a large range of qualifications and experiences.
Among these, being multilingual, possessing cultural
sensitivity, and having knowledge of foreign markets are
the ones that enable us to authentically, successfully,
and effectively operate in 40 countries across Europe
and Asia. In total, our employees speak 15 languages.
These are the reasons we are able to respond successfully to our customers‘ and partners‘ needs.

5

Personnel Assets

Innovation is the driving force of our company. Our
employees want to find fulfilment, and to introduce
their ideas within the company, as well as to organise
their work processes themselves.
We allow them to do so in order for their entrepreneurial and innovative spirits to grow. Our Unitcargo Ideas
Forum serves as a platform for exchanging ideas.

Continuing education is one of our core values at Unitcargo. At our Unitcargo Academy, experts share their
knowledge with new employees, offering each and every
team member qualifications tailored to their needs. Seven of our employees (> 50%) use the opportunity offered
at Unitcargo to attend university while working here.

Diversity Impact:

Diversity Impact:

Key Driver:

Key Driver:

 diversity-conscious personnel selection

 diversity-conscious personnel selection
 internal communication of diversity values

Indicator
Number of Languages
Spoken in the Company
Training Days
Per Employee

2012

Evaluation

Outlook 2013

15

↗

5,46

↗

Number of Employees Who
Share Their Knowledge
Working as Trainers

5

↗

Number of Employees
Studying

7

→

Indicator

2012

Evaluation

Outlook 2013

Number of Ideas
on Ideas Forum

52

→

Number of Implemented
Ideas from Ideas Forum

41

→
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Measure the Impact of Diversity!
With the diversity impact analysis we seek to measure how the our diversity initiatives impact on and influence our none-material assets (intellectual
assets). Part of this process was to establish a collective team understanding of the interdependence of our diversity activities through discusson
and explanation.

Diversity
Impact
Analysis
Initiative Measures
internal communication of
diversity values

The Diversity Impact Navigator systematically summarises our diversity
strategies and their impact on our intellectual assets, the predefined key
performance factors which are measured and rated, as well as the connection to Unitcargo‘s business success. It is an important tool for controlling
and communicating our diversity activities.

measures taken regarding
work-life balance
diversity-conscious personnel
selection
external communication
IN TOTAL
Aver. Mean of Diversity Impact

Diversity Impact Navigator 1)
STRATEGIC DIVERSITY GOALS

DIVERSITYINITIATIVE

MEASURES

DIVERSITY IMPACT ON
OUR INTELLECTUAL ASS
Indicators (selected key
performance factors)
Personnel Structure
Embodied Corporate Culture
Motivation

Internal Communication of
Diversity Values

Diversity Workshop @UC Academy
Constant Presence of Diversity as a Value
Multicultural Brunch

Corporate Culture
Quality Management
Image
Customer Relationship

Creating a Corporate Culture Characterised by Mutual Respect and Appreciation of Diversity

Carrier/Supplier Relationship
Network Relationship

Measures
Taken Regarding
Work-Life Balance

Vacation Replacement
Flexible Working Hours
Childcare Wo-Men@Unitcargo
Home-Office
Use of Annual Holiday
Health Promotion
Acceptance of Family and Career

Embodied Corporate Culture
Motivation
Infrastructure
Image
Personnel Structure
Qualifications

Creating and Building a Diverse
Collaborative of Talents

Diversity-Conscious Personnel
Selection

Recruiting Guidelines
Job Adverts as Equal Opportunities Employer

Innovation
Image
Customer Relationship
Carrier/Supplier Relationship
Network Relationship
Embodied Corporate Culture

Increasing
Name
Recognition,
Strengthening Our Image and Relationship with Our Stakeholders
through Activities Targeted at Promoting Diversity

External
Communication

Interviews with Media and Students
Participation at Diversity Events
Diversity Report
Involvement in the Austrian Chamber of
Commerce (WKO) and Networks
Forum Logistics Intelligence

Motivation
Image
Customer Relationship
Carrier/Supplier Relationship
Network Relationship
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Diversity Impact:
= slight,
= medium,
= high
Evaluation of the measured value: = positive, = could be improved, = critical
Outlook 2013 = projected development of the measured values compared to 2012: steep increase = ↑, slight increase = ↗, no change = →, slight decrease = ↘

Projected Impact onto the Influential Factors of Our Intellectual Assets

Motivation

Qualifications and
Experiences

Innovation

Corporate Culture

Knowledge Transfer

Quality
Management

Organisational
Structure

Infrastructure

Image

Customer
Relationship

Carrier/Supplier
Relationship

Network
Relationship

Relationship Assets

Embodied
Corporate Culture

Structural Assets

Personnel Structure

Personnel Assets

IN TOTAL

3

3

3

2

2

1

2

3

1

1

3

3

3

3

33

2

3

3

1

1

2

0

0

2

3

3

0

0

0

20

3

2

0

3

2

1

2

0

0

1

3

2

3

3

25

0

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

3

2

2

3

15

8

10

8

6

5

4

4

3

4

5

12

7

8

9

high

Proportion of Women in Executive Positions

50%

↗

high
high

Employees‘ Approval of Our DiM

1,2

→

Fluctuation Rate of Employees

7,7%

→

low

Signing the Diversity Charter

TBD

↑

high

Number of Complaints out of 1000

3,2

→

high

Times Cited as Best-Practice Example in Media

7

↗

high

Number of New Customers

29

↗

high

Average Number of Carriers/Country

99

→

high

Interviews with Students

5

↗

high

Number of Activities Targeted at Health Promotion

3

→

high

Days on Sick Leave Per Person/Year

4

→

% of Employees using Home Office

15%

↗

% of Employees with a Mobile Company Phone

62%

→

high

Invitations to Diversity Events

49

→

high

Average Age

29

↗

high

Estimated Number of Employees with a Migration Background

11

→

high

high
medium
high

Number of Languages Spoken in the Company

15

↗

Number of Implemented Ideas from Ideas Forum

41

→

7

↗

Customer Satisfaction

TBD

→

high

Carrier Satisfaction

TBD

→

high

Number of Unsolicited Applications

37

↗

medium

Employees with Opinion DiM Is Successfully Embodied

1,4

→

medium

Degree of Performance of Target Objectives

80%

→

Number of Accepted Invitations to Diversity Events

10

→

medium

high

Times Cited as Best-Practice Example in Media

medium

Customer Acceptance of DiM

TBD

→

medium

Carrier Acceptance of DiM

TBD

→

high

Number of Memberships

7

↗

1)

‚Diversity Impact Navigator‘ is a brand of factor-D Diversity Consulting

Core Processes

(selected key performance factors)

BUSINESS SUCCESS
(selected key
performance factors)

Traffic Management & Sales

Impact Factor

Outlook 2013

INDICATORS

Evaluation

NTO
SETS

Value 2012

0 = no impact, 1 = slight impact, 2 = medium impact, 3 = high impact

Turnover
Return of
Investment
Growth
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Corporate Culture

Knowledge Transfer
6

Structural Assets

Our corporate culture is summarised in our corporate
mission statement. It includes the purpose of our company, our visions, missions and strategies for achieving
our objectives, and our standards of quality. Another
important aspect are our key values, which are defined
in three pillars. We value our customers, employees and
partners equally. The important factors for successfully
creating a variety-conscious corporate culture are diversity, respect and openness.
We actively communicate these values internally as well
as externally, and rely on them for every decision, partnership, personnel choice, meeting, and target objectives
agreement. In 2012, we nominated a diversity representative who co-ordinates and controls all our diversity activities. Additionally, we have signed the Austrian
Chamber of Commerce‘s Diversity Charter. Through this,
we commit bindingly to value and support diversity both
internally as well as externally.

7

Structural Assets

In order to promote knowledge transfer between our
employees, we have created the Unitcargo Academy.
For this purpose, we rely on both internal as well as
external lecturers. In 2012, our employees participated in 71 training days, which equals 5.5 training days
per person. Among these was a one-day workshop in
which the entire team participated.
Through job rotation and vacation replacements, every
employee gets the chance to share as well as to expand their professional knowledge. Our ideas forum
not only serves the purposes of increasing innovation,
but also as a platform for exchanging knowledge and
ideas within the company.

Diversity Impact:

Diversity Impact:

Key Driver:

Key Driver:

 measures taken regarding work-life balance

 diversity-conscious personnel selection
 internal communication of diversity values
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Indicator

2012

Nomination of Diversity
Representative

done

Signing the
Diversity Charter

TBD

Evaluation

Outlook 2013

→

Indicator
Training Days Per Year

2012

Evaluation

Outlook 2013

71

↑

(January 2013)

Diversity Impact:
= slight,
= medium,
= high
Evaluation of the measured value: = positive, = could be improved, = critical
Outlook 2013 = projected development of the measured values compared to 2012: steep increase = ↑, slight increase = ↗, no change = →, slight decrease = ↘

→

Quality Management

Organisational
Structure
8

Structural Assets

Through our quality management, we are able to
ensure the quality and constant improvement of
our services. We are certified with the Eco Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS) as well as according
to ISO 9000:2001. The central aspects to our quality
management are to learn from mistakes and to view
complaints as chances for improving our services and
customer relationships.
This present diversity report forms part of our quality management. It highlights which areas could be
improved upon and which of the measures we have
already taken are effective.

9

Structural Assets

Each job position is described with its individual responsibilities. Using a relations matrix, we determine
which department will be responsible for which countries. With our thoroughly planned vacation replacement regulations, we can guarantee that there is an
adequate substitute for every member of our team
during their absence.
For both our relations matrix and our replacement
strategy to be successfully implemented, our employees‘ language abilities, market knowledge and qualifications are crucial. These measures not only ensure
smoothly running services, but effectively support our
employees in accomplishing their work.

Diversity Impact:

Diversity Impact:

Key Driver:

Key Driver:

 diversity-conscious personnel selection

 measures taken regarding work-life balance

 internal communication of diversity values

Indicator
Number of Complaints
out of 1000
Diversity Report

2012
3,2
in
planning
phase

Evaluation

Outlook 2013

→
↑

Indicator

2012

Relations Matrix and
Vacation Replacement
Regulations

done

Evaluation

Outlook 2013

→

(published)
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Interview

Infrastructure
10

Structural Assets

Our infrastructure is made up of offices and other facilities as well as technical equipment, which our employees can access also while out of the office.
They can access their private account and are available
via e-mail and phone. This allows for better use of flexible working hours and simplifies balancing family life
with work/studies.

You could actually
consider me the exotic
bird of our team...
Interview with Gabriele Friessnegger,
Sales Managerin at Unitcargo

Mrs Friesnegger, how did you come to work
for Unitcargo?

Diversity Impact:
Key Driver:
 measures taken regarding work-life balance

Indicator

2012

% of Employees using
Home Office

15 %

% of Employees with a
Mobile Company Phone

62 %

Evaluation

Outlook 2013

↗
→

Unitcargo was recommended to me by a friend. My first
impression of their website and team was already very
positive. But it was my job interview with Mag. Sertic
which ultimately convinced me. I was looking for a position which was challenging on the one hand, but also
compatible with my family life. I have two children and
therefore wanted a part-time job. Unitcargo provided
me with that opportunity.
You are part of a culturally diverse team.
What is special about that?
You could actually consider me the exotic bird of our
team. As an Austrian, I am the minority. Nevertheless,
I have felt at ease right from the start. We can all learn
tremendous amounts from each other. Different cultures help broaden our horizons.
What do you appreciate about Unitcargo?
Our values, the many opportunities to further our
education and the fact that we are different! As a rule,
there aren‘t many women in forwarding. But at Unitcargo, it‘s different. At some of our customers‘ events,
I was the only female person. That makes me very
proud. What is important to me is that I can take my
children with me to work. We have a lovely corner for
children at our office, where they can play and draw.
They have been to work with me a couple of times and
have even helped distributing the mail.
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Diversity Impact:
= slight,
= medium,
= high
Evaluation of the measured value: = positive, = could be improved, = critical
Outlook 2013 = projected development of the measured values compared to 2012: steep increase = ↑, slight increase = ↗, no change = →, slight decrease = ↘

Customer Testimonial

Image
11

Relationship Assets

Unitcargo is one of the few forwarding companies in
Austria and Europe which actively engages with diversity management and where diversity is deeply seated
in both our corporate culture as well as our work processes. In 2010, we have been awarded the Viennese
Chamber of Commerce‘s DiverCity Award.
Following this award, we were able to establish ourselves as an example of best practice. We have been cited
as an example of this seven times in the media in 2012.
During this period of time, we also received almost 50
invitations to events relating to diversity; we participated as speakers and panellists at ten of those events.
Through this, we not only strengthen our image, but are
also able to show other companies how to successfully
manage diversity and which benefits result from diversity for everybody involved.

Diversity Impact:
Key Driver:

Diversity at its best!
Richard Grandjean
Location Manager Berg, Logistics Manager AT & SI,
Brenntag CEE GmbH

We got to know Unitcargo in 2009 as a young, dynamic
company with dedicated employees. This dedication
was soon reflected in the growing number of transports
and their increasing turnover. Their main transport relations are to former Yugoslavia, in particular Bosnia,
Croatia and Slovenia. Furthermore, Unitcargo supervises
import transports from Poland, Slovakia and Germany.
Soon, we asked ourselves the question how Unitcargo
was able to have such a stronghold on these relations
with such an excellent price/performance ratio. The
answer lies in their commitment to diversity and their
extremely customer-focused approach. Because of their
very dedicated teams, which boasts lots of female power, it is easy for the employees of Unitcargo to not only
approach their customers and partners with competence, but also to communicate with them in their native
languages. Acting and operating according to cultural
practices is vital, and Unitcargo is excellent at providing
culture-conscious services.

 all diversity initiatives

Indicator

2012

Evaluation

Outlook 2013

Cited as Best-Practice
Example In Media

7

→

Invitations to
Diversity Events

49

→

Number of Accepted Invitations to Diversity Events

10

→

It has to be noted additionally that apart from their
brilliance at transport handling, the support they offer
is well-organised, friendly and non-bureaucratic. We
highly value Unitcargo as a reliable and in terms of price
outstanding partner.

15

Carrier and Supplier Relationships
12

Relationship Assets
Thanks to our diverse team, which speaks 15 languages
and hails from many different European countries, we
are able to communicate with most of our carriers and
suppliers in their native language. Currently, we average
99 direct carriers per country as our partners. We know
their mentalities and always have a sympathetic ear for
their needs. Through this, we were able to build trust
and strong bonds with our carriers and suppliers, which
improves loyalty and leads to better terms and condi-

Indicator

Evaluation

Outlook 2013

% of Carrier Working with Us
For > 3 Years

6,7

→

Average Number of Carriers/
Country

99

↗

Carrier Satisfaction/Acceptance of DiM

16

2012

TBD

Carrier Satisfaction Survey
Planned for
2014

tions. In order to systematically improve satisfaction
and acceptance of our DiM, we have planned to conduct
a survey among our carriers in 2014.

Diversity Impact:
Key Driver:
 internal communication of diversity values

Diversity Impact:
= slight,
= medium,
= high
Evaluation of the measured value: = positive, = could be improved, = critical
Outlook 2013 = projected development of the measured values compared to 2012: steep increase = ↑, slight increase = ↗, no change = →, slight decrease = ↘

Customer
Relationships
13

Relationship Assets

Building long-term customer relationships through
mutual respect, fair prices and loyalty is at the heart of
our customer service. Our customers come from different European countries and they all value our competency and experience in the markets they operate in.
We actively use our diverse team‘s strengths and (language) skills in order to provide professional and individually customised support to our customers.
In 2012, we visited approximately a third of our customers personally. The conversations we had with them
helped us establish a deeper understanding of customer
expectations, processes and procedures. During these
talks, our customers signalled their positive attitude and
approval of our diversity activities. In order to systematically improve the approval of our DiM, we have planned
to carry out a survey of our partners in 2014.

Job Adverts as Equal
Opportunities
Employer
Diversity Measures
At Unitcargo, personnel recruitment and selection
encompasses more than just the search for employees with suitable qualifications, as we are looking for people who share our values. We believe
that our strength lies in the diversity of our team.
In our job advertisements and interviews, we point
out explicitly that Unitcargo is an equal opportunities employer and that we welcome applications
from all different kinds of people, regardless of
their gender, age, religion, ethnic background, sexual orientation or disabilities.

Diversity Impact:
Key Driver:
 internal communication of diversity values

Indicator

2012

Number of Customers

149

→

Number of
New Customers

29

↗

Number of
Customers Visited

50

→

20 %

↗

11

↗

Customer Acquisition
Number of Customers
with Long-Term Contracts
Customer Satisfaction/
Acceptance of DiM

TBD

Evaluation

Outlook 2013

Customer
Satisfaction
Survey Planned for 2014

The Unitcargo team at the diversity workshop

17

Network Relationships

Forum Logistics
Intelligence on XING

14

Relationship Assets

Network relationships include our relationships with
societies, diversity-communities, representations and
other organisations. We are members of the Central Forwarding Association, the Cultural Association
‚Zagreb‘, the University of Applied Science BFI Vienna,
the football club 1. SC Pfaffstätten and the Diversity
Charter of the Austrian Chamber of Commerce. In 2012,
we collaborated with the Austrian Chamber of Commerce‘s forwarding and logistics division as well as with
Leitbetriebe Austria to create the internet platform
‚Forum Logistics Intelligence‘. The forum functions as
a platform of knowledge exchange as well as a networking opportunity for those interested in forwarding and
logistics. We serve as an example of best-practice, but
are simultaneously able to learn from others‘ experiences on this platform.
Apart from our performances at diversity events, we
are also open to interviews from the media and interest groups. Additionally, we have carried out five interviews on diversity with students, helping them with
their academic research. Through this, we are able to
strengthen our image with future employees. This is
reflected in the number of unsolicited applications we
received and which enabled us to fill the positions of
qualified employees we were missing.

Diversity Measures
In 2011, Unitcargo founded the Forum Logistics
Intelligence on XING. It is a platform for those working in forwarding and logistics, centred around the
exchange of experience and knowledge between
those interested in logistics and the connecting of
group members from the area of forwarding.
The forum gives information from our industry sector, such as current news from the media, valuable practical tips, dates, studies, links, seminars,
and job offers, and provides a space for discussions. One of the topics on the forum is diversity
management. We view the forum as an additional way of getting in touch with our partners as
well as strengthening our bonds with them. From
2013, personal meetings and discussion events
are offered additionally to the online platform.
→ Link to the Forum: https://www.xing.com/net/fli

Diversity Impact:
Key Driver:
 diversity-conscious personnel selection
 internal communication of diversity values
 external communication
Indicator

18

2012

Memberships

7

Interviews with Students

5

Number of Unsolicited
Applications

37

Evaluation

Outlook 2013

↗
↗
↗

Diversity Impact:
= slight,
= medium,
= high
Evaluation of the measured value: = positive, = could be improved, = critical
Outlook 2013 = projected development of the measured values compared to 2012: steep increase = ↑, slight increase = ↗, no change = →, slight decrease = ↘
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